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Abstract - Constructionism advocates that learning takes place when the learner is actively engaged in building or 'constructing'. Empirical Modelling provides a web-based environment that enables learners to build software artefacts in an unusually open-ended and flexible manner. In this paper, we explore the potential for using the principles and tools of Empirical Modelling to support constructionist learning in a Thai secondary school context. An activity was implemented for a Mathayom 3 mathematics class, on the topic of linear inequality that enables students to explore a simple model of a number line. The activity encourages students to go beyond the typical “question/answer” exercise and attempts to give students the capability to build a number line model themselves within the Empirical Modelling environment. The paper discusses the benefits and limitations of the implemented approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Empirical Modelling (EM) is an approach to building software artefacts (often referred to as models) in an environment that is unusually open-ended and experiential [1]. An EM model consists of a set of definitions that are conceptually similar to the dependencies between cells in a spreadsheet. The user works on a model though a process of continual refinement and elaboration of the definitions. As demonstrated by previous work, EM is highly applicable as a constructionist learning environment [2], where the learner engages in the exploration or construction of a model. Examples from existing projects have shown how EM can be applied to learning in school [2,4], in university [3] and more generally to lifelong learning [5].

Since the first constructionist learning environments introduced by Papert and others in the 1980s, a wide range of methods, tools and educational topics have been explored, from early logo turtle geometry through to more recently topics in the sciences and the arts. Despite constructionism often being described simply as ‘learning by making’, Papert promoted “a sense of constructionism much richer and more multifaceted” [6]. Empirical Modelling as an approach to constructionist learning is well-suited to provide support for the many rich and varied experiences that a learner typically engages in.

To motivate the need to elaborate ‘learning by making’, consider a young child who
encounters brick-based toys (e.g Lego) for the first time. It is unlikely the child will begin to construct a house with the bricks immediately. Initially the interest might be in connecting the bricks together, and such interest might need to be provoked by a parent or elder sibling who demonstrates how the bricks connect. Hence, instruction may precede construction. Often there is repetition of a basic skill before it becomes familiar, and then later the child can use it with confidence to engage in a more open-ended task such as building a house. The key observation is that there are ‘auxiliary’ activities (instructing, repeating, exploring) that complement the ‘making’ activity. Together, these activities could form the basis of constructionism in a broader sense, as alluded to by Papert. The idea that making as an activity is insufficient is well recognized by Rau et al. [7] whose work demonstrates that ‘fluency’ plays an essential role.

In this paper, the authors describe how Empirical Modelling can provide support for some of the auxiliary activities that presuppose construction as well as the making itself. An example of using EM for teaching mathematics in a Thai secondary school illustrates the need for instruction, repetition, and exploration within a context of construction.

2. A WEB-BASED ENVIRONMENT FOR EMPIRICAL MODELLING

The EM tool described in this work is called JS-Eden and was initially developed by Tim Monks [9]. It builds on a history of tools based on the EDEN notation developed by researchers at University of Warwick. EDEN (Evaluator of DEfinite Notations) is a notation for describing sets of definitions using the EM concepts of observables, dependency and agency [1]. JS-Eden is a Javascript and HTML 5 web application that offers similar functionality to the desktop EDEN tool. It runs in modern web browsers (standard version available at http://jseden.dcs.warwick.ac.uk). The version of JS-Eden described in this paper was modified by the authors for use in schools (by removing unused features and simplifying the user interface).

The user interface for JS-Eden comprises four main areas: the input box, the canvas, the slide deck and the observable list (as pictured in Figure 1). A typical mode of use for a learner is to: a) observe the visual appearance of the model on the canvas; and b) follow the instructions/examples/tasks shown on the slide. The learner interacts with the model by: a) using the mouse/keyboard on the canvas; b) modifying definitions on the observable list; or c) entering new definitions into the input box.

A JS-Eden session would usually begin by loading an existing model. The set of definitions for the model would set up the canvas and the instructions on the slide. From which point a learner could exercise the model, undertake some task or perhaps explore extending the model further.

3. THE NUMBER LINE MODEL

One of the topics in the Mathayom 3 curriculum in Thailand (14-15 year olds) is linear inequality. The content of this topic revolves around the understanding of a ‘number line’ which can be described as a horizontal line with numbers marked on at regular intervals (e.g. -10 to 10). A linear inequality such as ‘x > 2’ can be represented on the line as an open circle above the number 2 with an arrow pointing right (for
‘greater than’). A number line model in JS-Eden can be expressed as a set of definitions describing the dimensions, position and appearance (e.g. line width and colour) of the number line. For example, the basic line might be defined by the EDEN notation as:

```javascript
numberLine is Line (20, 100, canvas_width-20, 100, “black”);
```

Here, ‘numberLine’ is defined as type Line with a startpoint (x,y), an endpoint (X,y) and a colour. Note that the x-coordinate X of the endpoint depends on the width of the canvas, so the number line maintains a suitable width whenever the canvas size changes. Furthermore the meaning of number line might also be defined in the model:

```javascript
arrowDirection is (sign == “>”)? “right” : “left”;
```

The ‘sign’ is the ‘greater than’ or ‘less than’ that represents the inequality. The definition for ‘arrowDirection’ does not necessarily have any impact on the appearance of the model, but is part of the underlying interpretation by the modeller. However, it is usual for the appearance to reflect the meaning of the model. In this case, there would most likely be a line representing the arrow that would be dependent on ‘arrowDirection’ in the same way that the width of the line is dependent on the width of the canvas.

### 4. DISCUSSION

The number line model was introduced in 2 two-hour sessions to 33 students in Mathayom 3 from the English programme at Princess Chulabhorn College Phitsanulok. The students had little previous exposure to linear inequalities and the students had no prior experience of the JS-Eden tool. (They had some rudimentary knowledge of programming from an introductory programming class taught as part of a computing course.) The first session was dedicated solely to understanding the JS-Eden environment and becoming familiar with modifying and creating definitions. In the second session the number line model was the basis for a number of problems that the students were asked to solve. Informal feedback from the first session was somewhat negative with students failing to see the relevance of learning a new tool. However feedback from the second session was more positive, with a number of students showing a desire to continue using the tool in subsequent weeks. Several students went beyond the required set problems to develop their models further.

Three ways in which the number line model was used in the classroom are explained, each demonstrating an auxiliary activity that contributes to a broader sense of constructionism.

#### A. Establishing a context (“introducing”)

In a school environment, instruction is likely to precede construction, as the learner needs a certain amount of support or scaffolding when starting a new topic. JS-Eden was used at the beginning of the session as a demonstration environment for
the teacher to explain the concept of a number line (referred to as a ‘guided tour’). One quality of the JS-Eden environment is support for a slide deck that can be used by the teacher to introduce the model. It provides an interactive substitute to a more traditional presentation environment. The slide deck can also be used by the learner, for example, to revisit the guided tour given by the teacher. On the right hand side of Figure 2, the slide is showing an explanation of the concept of the number line, and instructions on how to exercise the number line model. As the slide deck is part of the model, it is natural that the content of the slides can be changed depending on the state of the model. For example, a slide might highlight the current values of a selected definition, or a new slide might reveal further activities on completion of a particular step in the tour.

B. Consolidating understanding (“repeating”)

Watching or following the guided tour of the number line model is unlikely to be sufficient to achieve competency in the topic of linear inequalities. The student must practice, and this often means repeating similar types of activity multiple times. One early example of JS-Eden supporting such repetition was in the first session when there were many tasks involving creating lines, as this was considered a crucial skill for building your own number line model. In contrast to the compile-run paradigm of most programming tools, JS-Eden is well-suited to making small changes to a model on-the-fly, building a model one definition at a time. The nature of the repetition is not necessarily copying the same action every time, but repeating a pattern of action making small adjustments each time. In the second session, the sign and the value of the inequality were changed regularly in order to exercise the student’s knowledge of how sign, value and visualisation interact. Such repetition might be cumbersome in traditional tools, but in JS-Eden revising or refining definitions is the essential mode of interaction.

C. Probing the boundaries (“exploring”)

Repetition takes a learner to the point where they can do something confidently without much thought. For a deeper understanding, the keen learner might engage in his or her own self-directed exploration. From the number line sessions at the school, some students appeared reluctant to go beyond the set tasks and needed some encouragement. In the second session, the students were given some relatively open-ended tasks such as using extra labels or lines to describe the current state of the number line. A small number of students were able to make a little progress in the short amount of time. For example, some students created colour coding for labels to show which direction the number line was pointing, while others added arrows or other visual artefacts to show the state of the game.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

One of the key qualities of JS-Eden as a learning environment is that the deeper exploratory activity naturally extends from introduction and repetition activities. The idea that learning progresses from primitive concrete interaction with an artefact (private experience) towards exploring a formal understanding (public knowledge) is proposed by the Experiential Framework for Learning (EFL) [8]. Although the types of activity suggested by the EFL are more numerous than the three categories described in the current work, they share a similar ambition for recognising a broader perspective on the use of technology for learning. EM provides a set of principles that are well aligned to supporting rich and varied types of learning activity described by the EFL. This paper not only demonstrates how JS-Eden can be used as a constructionist environment for teaching mathematics to secondary school children, but also highlights some of the qualities of the environment for different types of learning and teaching activity.
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